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TEXT 1

Drones used to battle tortoise-killing ravens
Task1

(2 0 points)

Listen to the text. Answer the questions 1- 10
1. In which part of the Mojave Desert are tortoises in danger?
2. What is the raven a larger version of?
3. Over how long a period did the raven population increase by 700%?
4. What did a raven population increase to in one place from ten?
5. By how much have tortoise numbers decreased since 1990?
6. What did the article say is coming to the rescue of the tortoises?
7. Who teamed up with drone operators to help the tortoises?
8. What are conservationists coating raven eggs with?
9. What might ravens do if they find their eggs are rotten?
10. What did a conservationist say egg oiling was justified as part of?
Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.
Task2
Are the sentences 11-18 below true (T) or false (F

(8 points)
T

11. High-tech drones are flying tortoises away from ravens in the desert.
12. The tortoise population in the Mojave Desert had increased by 700%.
13. In one place, raven numbers increased from 10 to 15,000.
14. Tortoise numbers in the western Mojave dropped by 10% since 1990.
15. Botanists and drone operators came up with a strategy.
16. Conservationists are covering raven eggs in oil.
17. Ravens are likely to eat their own eggs if they become rotten.
18. If eggs are rotten, ravens are likely to nest elsewhere.
Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

F
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TEXT2
Trendy vegetables
Task 3
(10 points)
Listen to the text. Choose the best answer (a, b, c, d)..
19) Who found that people eat more vegetables if they have trendy labels?
a) vegetable farmers b) researchers c) chefs d) diners
20) How many diners did researchers conduct research on?
a) 900
b) 800
c) 700
d) 600
21) In how many different ways did researchers label vegetables?
a) 4
b) 3
c) 5
d) 2
22) What kind of dressing did a carrot dish have?
a) a garlic dressing
b) a vinegar dressing
c) a citrus dressing
d) 1,000-island dressing
23) What shape were the carrots that were given a trendy label?
a) square
b) twisted
c) cubed
d) spherical
24) What kind of choice did researchers give to diners?
a) a wide choice
b) very little choice c) A or B
d) chicken or fish
25) What name was given to a chilli dish?
a) Delicate Chilli
b) Dynamo Chilli
c) Dynamite Chilli
d) Delicious Chilli
26) How much more popular were dishes with trendy labels than basic labels?
a) 25%
b) 41%
c) 52%
d) 14%
27) What did researchers say labels can influence?
a) our sensory experience
b) our affective experience
c) our culinary experience
d) our vegetation experience
28) What can labels affect regarding our thoughts about food?
a) how sweet and sour it will be
b) how smooth and creamy it will be
c) how hot or cold it will be
d) how tasty and filling it will be
Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

